1. **PEER-REVIEWED JOURNALS WITH PRINT AND ONLINE SUBSCRIPTIONS**
   - The NASN School Nurse – six issues of this clinical journal
   - The Journal of School Nursing – six issues of this journal of original research articles

2. **NASN ONLINE LEARNING CENTER**
   - Courses such as Helping Administer to the Needs of the Student with Diabetes in School (H.A.N.D.S.SM), Wellness for School Leaders (jointly provided with Rutgers Center for Alcohol Studies as part of the J & J School Health Leadership Program)
   - Mobile friendly
   - Free and low cost for members (50 contact hours available)

3. **ALL MEMBER FORUM**
   - Online community in SchoolNurseNet for members only
   - Peer-to-peer conversations and networking

4. **NATIONAL ADVOCACY**
   - Active linkages with over 130 federal agencies, national coalitions, health and education organizations
   - Focused legislative priorities each year
   - National legislation tracking on issues that affect child and adolescent health and education
   - PR toolkit with access to downloaded material
   - Coming soon: opportunities for unified affiliates to access database for state level legislation tracking

5. **NATIONAL ORGANIZATION AND BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS**
   - VSP Global® Sight for Students® gift certificate program provides gift certificates for a no-cost eye exam and, if prescribed, new glasses that NASN members can distribute to students 19 or younger who qualify
   - Lockton Affinity which provides NASN members the best rates for professional liability insurance
   - Liberty Mutual offers savings on auto and home insurance to NASN members